



The E®ects Analysis of Policies
Concerning Art and Culture in Osaka
Using Computable General Equilibrium
Models
??????? ?
The purpose of this paper is to evaluate both the impact on
economic activities and the welfare change for households. I developed
computable general equilibrium models that consider the relations of
interdependence between households and ¯rms, and then obtain the
equilibrium that emerges with changes in art and cultural policies. I
conclude that enhancing the software of museums leads to better welfare
for households and changes in the economy.
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???????Computable General Equilibrium Analysis????????
















































































E = vN (2-1)
????????v ????????? s????????????????
???????????v???????? s??????
v = v(s) (2-2)
???????????????????????????????????
???
max¼ = pX ¡ wN ¡ cK (2-3)
s:t X = X(vN;K) (2-4)
????¼ ????p????????X ?????????w ????c?













?????? 70 ?? 2 ?
N = N(w; c; p; v) (2-7)
???????????????
K = K(w; c; p; v) (2-8)
?????????????????????????




max¼F = rL¡ wNF ¡ cKF (2-10)
s:t L = L(vNF ;KF ) (2-11)
r ?????????????L??????????????????? F
???????????? (2-10)?? (2-11)??????????????




N +NF = n (2-12)












maxu(x; l; s) (2-14)
s:t w + c = px+ rl (2-15)
??????????????????????
x = x(w; c; p; r; s) (2-16)
?????????????????
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??????????
x(N +NF ) = X (2-18)
?????????????????
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i + Y i (3-1)
???Xi ?? i??????????bi?±i?°i?¹i ???????????
???????????????????????????????????
????????????? S ?????? ¹i ?????????????
????????????????????? Y i ?? i??????????
Zi ?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????




















F + Y F (3-5)

























w + c =
X
i




























+ ZF = L+ ZF (3-14)
????????? X
i
Ni +NF = n (3-15)
????????? X
i
Ki +KF = k (3-16)
































12) ????????????? 1 ????? 2 ????????????????? 3 ????
???????????????????????????????????????????
???????????
13) ??????????????????????? (3-17) ????????????????












bkQkj + ¯Sj (3-18)
????Qkj ???? j ??????????????bk ???????? k






























q = ®F + ¯S
q
1 (3-19)






???? 1???????? t ?????*? 10%?**? 1%??????????????
???? 2?????????????????????????
???? 3?? 1 ??????????????
?? ??????????????






????????????? 1????? 2,539???? 2????? 4?
690????????? 4? 3,685???? 3????? 12? 1,222???
















18) ???????????????????????? GAMS ?????????
19) ????????? 1 ???????????????? 10%????????? 0.004%?
????? GDP ?? 0.11%?? 417 ?????????????? 2 ?????????
??????? 10%????????? 12.5%?????? GDP ?? 1.51%?? 5,787
?????????????? 1 ???????????????????????????
10%???????? GDP ??-0.256%?????????? 2 ????????????
10%?????? 4.31%???? 3 ???????????? 10%?????? 19.09%?
??????
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????????????? 754.02?????? 1????? 10%????
????????? 754.72????????? 0.093%???????? 2?
??? 1.1?????????? 2????? 3?????????????
?????? 776.28????????????? 1.1??????????
? 2 ??? GDP ???
???????????????
22) ?? 10%???????? 0.82%?? 1,727 ??????????
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25) ???????????????????????????????????????????
Forward-looking ??????????????????????????????????
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